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WHAT IS RFT? A BRIEF HISTORY

¡ First major behaviour analytic treatise on human 
language

¡ Largely a work of interpretation

¡ Limited basic research but influential in remediating language 
deficits

¡ Examples of derived relations appear but constrained by 
methodology and empirical work at that time



A DECADE LATER…

¡ Skinner proposes the concept of rule-governed 
behavior

¡ Rule-governed behavior distinguished from direct control by 
contingencies

¡ Rules specify contingencies, which circumvents the need to 
contact contingencies directly

¡ Produces many basic research studies, particularly related to 
“schedule insensitivity effects” in verbal humans



A DECADE LATER…

¡ Skinner proposes the concept of rule-governed 
behavior

¡ Also many studies on the impact of rules per se (e.g., rules 
that specify the contingencies versus performance)

¡ Recognized that rule-governed behavior may be beneficial in 
problem solving but may come at a cost

¡ Also, some researchers asked how do rules specify 
contingencies?



FIVE YEARS LATER…
¡ Sidman offers an answer…

¡ Equivalence relations provide a functional-analytic 
definition of symbolic relations (i.e., specification)

¡ The importance of Sidman’s discovery is recognized 
immediately, but the conceptual implications emerge 
gradually through the 1970’s, culminating in the 1982 
“primates fail symmetry tests” JEAB article

¡ A series of written exchanges between Sidman and 
Willard Day reveal that the idea of equivalence 
relations as symbolic relations was controversial. . .



DURING THE MID 80S

¡ Hayes argued that equivalence is a 
generalized relational operant

¡ These operants are typically established through 
natural language interactions

¡ Many such operants or “relational frames” are 
possible

¡ Relational frames combine into networks of relations 
to form rules or instructions

¡ Basic account presented across two chapters in 1989 
book on Rule-Governed Behavior. . .



RFT BOOK IN 2001

¡ RFT presented as a behaviour-analytic account 
of human language and cognition (not just rules)

§ Core operant process is named arbitrarily 
applicable relational responding (AARR)

§ AARR as a generalized operant is learned and 
consists of mutually entailed relations…
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RFT BOOK IN 2001…

¡ RFT presented as a behaviour-
analytic account of human language 
and cognition (not just rules)

§ Core operant process is named 
arbitrarily applicable relational 
responding (AARR)

§ AARR as a generalized operant 
is learned and consists of 
relating relational networks 
of increasing complexity… 
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A FRAMEWORK FOR RFT

¡ 2017 and beyond: A multi-dimensional, multi-level 
(MDML) framework for analysing the dynamics of 
AARR

¡ On balance, the domain of human language and cognition is far 
from simple and behavior analysts have been grappling with it 
since the 1950s 

¡ A single overarching framework that summarizes how RFT is 
approaching the experimental analysis of human language and 
cognition reveals the challenge we face. . .   



THE MULTI-DIMENSIONAL, MULTI-LEVEL (MDML) FRAMEWORK



COHERENCE 

¡ Coherence refers to the extent to which a pattern of derived relational responding coheres with 
previously established patterns of such responding. 

¡ For example, if an individual is told that stimulus A is larger than B, and is subsequently told that stimulus B is 
smaller than A, the latter statement would likely be deemed coherent with the former. 

¡ In this instance, coherence would be relatively high because the overall pattern (A>B = B<A) coheres so 
consistently with the way in which such verbal relations have been established by the wider verbal community

¡ I.e., there are few instances in which the statement, “if A is bigger than B, then B is bigger than A” would be 
reinforced, or not punished/corrected, by an English-speaking listener).



COMPLEXITY 

¡ Complexity refers to the intricacy or density of a pattern of derived relational responding including
differing levels of complexity in contextual control 

¡ For example, all things being equal;

¡ if A = B then B = A involves only one relation,

¡ A > B then B < A involves two relations,

¡ If A = B and B = A on the basis of color involves only one contextual dimension,

¡ If A = B and B = A on the basis of color and shape involves two contextual dimensions,

¡ If A = B and B = A on the basis of an arbitrary cue (e.g., “is a”) likely involves a more extensive (complex) 
history than (simple) non-arbitrary contextual control; note also that arbitrary cues require low levels of 
(simple) orienting responses.



DERIVATION

¡ Derivation refers to the extent to which a particular pattern of derived relational responding has 
previously been emitted or “practiced.” 

¡ Within the new framework, each time a relation is derived its level of derivation reduces because it 
acquires its own history that extends beyond the derivation that is made from the “baseline” relation;

¡ If an individual learns that A is bigger than B, and thus derives that B is smaller than A, the first time that the 
B<A relation is derived it is derived “directly” from the A>B “baseline” relation.

¡ However, if the individual subsequently continues to respond to B as smaller than A, that relational response 
gradually acquires its own history that renders it less and less derived from the original baseline relation (i.e., 
A bigger than B).



FLEXIBILITY

¡ Flexibility refers to the extent to which a particular pattern of derived relational responding may be 
modified by a contextual variable.

¡ E.g., when playing a game of “give me the wrong answer” tell me what 2 x 2 equals. . . (4) as quickly as you 
can?



THE MDML FRAMEWORK
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MAKING THE ABSTRACT 
MORE CONCRETE

PRACTICAL 
IMPLICATIONS 
FOR ABA
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Q & A

¡ To what extent what we show here is similar or different from what you do?



EMPOLYING MDML FOR RELATIONAL REPERTOIRE
EVALUATION



BACKGROUND

¡ Relational repertoire: is there a pattern?

Lipkens, Hayes & Hayes (1993).

¡ Frames interactions and experiences that enable responding under certain specific contextual controls.

¡ Focus will always be experience, but we can infer the opportunities observing the participant’s ages. 



COORDINATION, DIFFERENCE AND COMPARISON 4-6 YEARS.

¡ Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, Smeets, Strand et al., (2004)

¡ Berens, & Hayes, 2007

¡ Hayes, Stewart, & McElwee, 2016

¡ Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes & Smeets (2004) 



OPPOSITION, HIERARCHY, TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL 6-8 YEARS

¡ Mulhern, Stewart, and McElwee (2018) 

¡ Mulhern et al. (2017)

¡ Carpentier et al. (2002)

¡ Bim, de Almeida, Silveira & Haydu (in preparation).

¡ General: Kisten and Stewart (2021)

¡ Coordination, Comparison, Opposition, Temporality and Hierarchy.
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TIME TO PRACTICE



CLINICAL CASE EXAMPLES



¡VB MAPP results

¡L. O. R.   (5y7m; 6y7m)

¡SRS-2 Score 65 (Mild)



MDML PRELIMINARY EVALUATION – L.O.R.











L.O. R. NEXT STEPS

● Evaluate level 3 for coordination and comparison non-arbitrary relations.

● Evaluate levels 1 and 2 for coordination arbitrary relations.

● Train level 1 non-arbitrary difference relations.



¡VB Mapp results

¡L. T. S.  (3y2m; 4y8m)

¡SRS-2 Score 72 (Moderate)







MDML PRELIMINARY EVALUATION – L. T. S.



L.T. S.  NEXT STEPS

● Train level 1 non-arbitrary difference relations.

● Train level 1 non-arbitrary comparison relations.



DIMENSIONS

§ Coherence:
§ Non-arbitrary procedures: using visual-visual elements in the training will make the coherence higher than employing

stimuli with different sensory properties (tactile, olfative).

§ Complexity
§ For early learners complexity should be always kept as low as possible, in other words isolated relation-types and only

the necessary number of elements for one specific level should be used. On the other hand, for more advanced learners. 
mixing different relation-types and adding more elements than the necessary in some given level could be desirable for 
refining their relational repertoire. 

§ Derivation
§ Employing familiar elements might likely lower the derivation level and non-familiar elements would likely have the 

opposite effect. (e.g., animal context vs teach a new language).
§ Sometimes it is useful to lower the derivation level to increase fluency at the same level across future opportunities

§ Flexibility:
§ Try to employ different set ups for the stimuli presentation (other than traditional Matching to sample).
§ Use the same stimuli from one relation to other relations. 



THE MDML FRAMEWORK



CONCLUSION

¡ The roots of RFT can be traced back to an early conference paper on rule-governed behaviour in 1984

¡ A full book-length treatment of RFT is now itself 20 years old

¡ Curiously, the potential impact of the RFT approach to human language and cognition in applied behaviour analysis is 
only now beginning to emerge 

¡ One of the main reasons that RFT failed to make a significant impact earlier was its apparent complexity and the 
introduction of many new terms and concepts (some might say jargon!) unfamiliar to traditional behaviour analysis 

¡ Furthermore, RFT lacked an overarching framework that attempted to organise and summarise its key assumptions and 
concepts 



CONCLUSION

¡ Many ABA researchers and practitioners understandably did not see any potential value in engaging with the 
theory in the absence of such a framework 

¡ Hopefully with the introduction of the MDML in the general updating of RFT the much needed framework is 
emerging. 

¡ This, we hope, will help ABA folks begin to utilise RFT in ways that hitherto could not readily be seen or 
appreciated 

¡ Of course, this will take time and effort – but we hope that todays workshop will play some small part in that 
journey 



THANK YOU! ANY 
QUESTIONS?
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